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As a content creator, do you feel like you’re ten years too late to the game?You want your

content, products, and services to be a beacon for the right people…You want to effortlessly

connect with customers and clients who can benefit most from the products and service you

have to offer…But with the online space getting noisier and noisier, it’s getting harder to stand

out and command any attention at all.You know an unfair advantage is important, but how can

you find that and position yourself as the right choice for the right people?What about you will

allow you to differentiate yourself from the competition?How can you ultimately be a big fish in

a small but rich pond?Put out more content?Be visible on all the big social media platforms?

Sure, these get you short bursts of attention. But do they really help you cut through the noise

or help you gain influence and authority?Not quite.How then can you command attention and

break through the noise?You don’t need to have an earth-shattering transformational idea.You

just need to stand out as the obvious choice to a small portion of your market—a small portion

of the market whose needs the big players aren’t serving.Uncover Your Difference will

introduce you to a series of steps designed to differentiate you from the competition and make

you the logical choice for a niche group of people.Here’s what’s packed into this how-to

guide:Messages build influence. Discover what exactly this elusive term “message” is and how

to create your own.Leverage the Brand Anchor Framework so that you’re a beacon for a

microsegment of your audience.How to identify your spot or parking space as a content

creatorHow to speak with a unique voice so you’re never mistaken for the competition.Identify

words and phrases that can rally your audience around your brand and products through a

system of toolsTell stories that grab attention, inspire action, and create a connection even if

you think you DON'T have a storytelling bone in your body.AND MORE.Imagine standing out

as the obvious choice to a small portion of your market—a small portion of the market whose

needs the big players aren’t serving.Imagine baking uniqueness into everything you offer and

every message you bring to market…If you’ve ever thought “I don’t think I’m that different…”

remember that you are delightfully unique.Intrigued yet?Then scroll to the top and click or tap

“Buy Now.”

From the Inside FlapYour #1 job as an innovator, entrepreneur, or corporation is to test your

business ideas to reduce the risk of failure.Seven out of ten new products fail to deliver on

expectations. Testing Business Ideas aims to reverse that statistic. In the tradition of the global

bestseller Business Model Generation, this practical guide contains a library of hands-on

techniques for rapidly testing new business ideas.You’ll learn the process, design your first

experiment, and start testing business ideas. If you’re already familiar with testing, you can

boost your skills with the extensive library of tests. Lastly, you'll learn to scale testing

systematically in your organization through ceremonies and shared language. It’s time to move

past opinions and bulletproof your ideas with evidence today.--This text refers to the paperback

edition.From the Back CoverYour #1 job as an innovator, entrepreneur, or corporation is to test

your business ideas to reduce the risk of failure.Seven out of ten new products fail to deliver on

expectations. Testing Business Ideas aims to reverse that statistic. In the tradition of the global

bestseller Business Model Generation, this practical guide contains a library of hands-on

techniques for rapidly testing new business ideas.You’ll learn the process, design your first

experiment, and start testing business ideas. If you’re already familiar with testing, you can

boost your skills with the extensive library of tests. Lastly, you’ll learn to scale testing



systematically in your organization through ceremonies and shared language. It’s time to move

past opinions and bulletproof your ideas with evidence today.--This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorDavid J. Bland Author and founder based in Silicon Valley who helps

companies find growth using “Lean Startup” methods, design thinking, and business model

innovation.Alex Osterwalder Lead author of the international bestsellers Business Model

Generation and Value Proposition Design; #7 on the “Thinkers 50” list; passionate

entrepreneur; and in-demand speaker.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Paul Milakeve, “Great material but not what I thought.. I initially purchased this book as a teaser

while I wait on the release of the Unfair Advantage. It came up in the search and I enjoyed

reading one of Meeras other books But I am Not an Expert. This book discusses some basic



foundations of how to define your audience but it is not the topic I was looking for at the time.

Some of the concepts here are also discussed in her other writings.”

Kawan, “Useful for identifying your message. Quick read to help you understand your position,

with clear instructions that are easy to follow with no fluff. Meera continues to help the reader

understand the sound principles in what seems to be an ever evolving cycle in marketing and

attention, value, and debunking old methods. Highly recommend if you want a quick way to

grasp more about branding.”

Nancy, “Appreciate the book's approach on getting yourself out there. Lots of good stuff here to

help you define your business and how to become a business of integrity. Provding the

questions you should ask about what kind of business you want is a big timesaver.”

Janeen Johnson, “Simple and Helpful For Anyone Starting A Business. This book simplifies

the basics of marketing and brand building. Identifying what makes you and your business

unique so you can carve out space in a crowded marketplace. I will read again to implement in

my own brand messaging. Looking forward to read more of the author's work.”

Keith R, “Another great read. Meera always goes beyond the obvious and makes her thoughts

clear and executable.  She is such an inspiration for me.  Thanks Meera”

Star Alfriend, “Excellent very knowledgeable. The author is really knowledgeable about this

subject.  I can’t wait to re read it was that good.  I recommend this book.”

Sunny R, “Actionable Advice. I've been a huge fan of Meera's since following her Create books

and one thing I admire is that the information she provides isn't just "fluff". Meera gives step-by-

step actions that can easily be followed to make a difference in your business. I've read too

many other books that hypothesize what can benefit you, whereas Meera tells you exactly how

to make a difference that will benefit you and your business.This book was no different than her

past books in that it's chock full of advice that not only tells you HOW to do it, but gives you

help in answering questions about your products and services.Meera continues to impress and

I know I'll be turning back to this book again and again for knowledge and advice.”

Julie, “Awesome information on how to stand out. I have been following Meera for a few years

and have read several of her books. She always has the most insightful ideas and extremely

valuable information on how to run a business and this book is no different. This book is both

practical and informative and I can’t wait to implement her strategies in my new business I’m

planning on starting soon. This book came at a great time in my road to entrepreneurship. I

really had never thought about my “parking spot” and now I have an entirely new way of looking

at my business plan. Nobody wants to be the same as everyone else. I feel this book will

definitely help me stand out from my competitors if I follow Meera’s strategies. There is also an

awesome workbook that goes with the book that is excellent to help you get everything down

on paper.  I know I will be referring back to the book and workbook over and over again.”

Lisa Wood, “Just brilliant!. I wish I had discovered Meera Khothand earlier, I would have taken

a much more direct route to getting my new business up and running and saved a lot of time

(and tears!)I’m a teacher not a business person and find it difficult to get my head around the

marketing side of things. This book inspired some genuine A-ha moments.I now feel much



more confident about how to get my message out there, find my ideal customers and grow my

business.The bonus workbook that accompanies this book is brilliant too. Working through all

the action steps at the end of each chapter brought great clarity.I definitely recommend this for

anyone looking for a super actionable and simple strategy to get their voice heard in the busy

online world.Thanks Meera for this little gem!”

The book by Meera Kothand has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 64 people have provided feedback.
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